• All recent models are compared very well with each other;
• All suffer a big problem: significant discrepancy with VLBI obs. in the out-of-phase (op) part of retrograde annual (-1.0yr) term;
• The op part relates to dissipation; -1.0yr term is strongly influenced by FCN resonance;
• But the contributions from mantle anelasticity, ocean & atmosphere can not reconcile this problem.
IAU2000A nutation model
Mathews : (1991 2002) Herring : (1991 2002) Buffett : (1992 2002) • Basic theory ( SOS)
• fit 9 key compliance par. to VLBI
• EMC to solve dissipation (OP) residual remains: -1.0yr op: 0.4 mas The EMC contribution maybe not so significant as stated ? 
